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Answers to your question: the program passes all checks, but since Lenovo does not make any official files for the MT6752, I do not know of any other way to get working ROMs, aside from
the one that I just posted. I have used the 'flashrom' tool to recover the flash partition on my a7000-a, and have successfully flashed the ROMs using the following command : 'flashrom -w

/dev/block/platform/hisilicon/cfr-pro/by-name/a7000_wlan_wlan0.rom'. Upon reboot, I was left with a blank screen, no devices, and no network connection. The last time I tried this on a
laptop, I used the -v and -a options together to create a scatter file, and then I ran 'flashrom -w /dev/block/platform/hisilicon/cfr-pro/by-name/a7000_wlan_wlan0.rom -v -a /data/wifi.scat'

(changed the name of the file with my actual wifi.scat file). How to get the rom dumps. Download this manual flashing tool - http://www.makestech.com/MT686_flashrom_pro_v3.0.zip. This
tool is just a software emulation of flashrom so it's not the normal flashrom so if you connect your phone to the computer with the mtk atx header then extract the firmware this will be

work at least for some time. I extracted the BIOS, saved it to a file and used the md5sum utility to check the MD5 checksum. We could double check the file integrity with a tool like
MD5Checksum, which I downloaded and burned to a DVD. Once I verified the checksum in MD5Checksum I used the following command to put the file back on the drive: set d;set f;format

flash f 0 -; and then used write to write the file back on. All the commands were executed at the Windows command prompt. Once I had written the file, I rebooted the S205 and got it
booting back up to the official Lenovo website. There was an option to update the BIOS and I selected that. After the update completed and the laptop booted back up, I successfully reset

the touchpad. I was very pleased that this procedure worked as the documentation suggested. I installed Flashbot and loaded the stock ROM onto the S205.
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Ive never really done any formal programming, but in hindsight it makes sense. The CMOS chip is what is in charge of defining the start and end of the flash, and the flash itself is just there
to provide a buffer of storage space for permanent firmware. Since Im planning on flashing the new flash chips in situ, I selected the -ws720 option to program the flash in Windows. After
flashing the startup.elf, I rebooted and entered the BIOS setup utility (down arrow in the upper-right). Lenovo had reset the password for the admin BIOS user, so I had to reset it back to
factory defaults and reboot again. I then attempted to set the SATA controller mode to Dynamic Configuration Enabled. I restarted the laptop, and attached the Arduino programmer once
again to its USB port. Unplugged the AC adapter while still attached to the laptop, and after the programmmer logo screen flashed, it reported an error. After a few seconds, it displayed

the Intel logo and then once again a blue Lenovo X logo. The left button on the computer now lit up orange and the computer booted normally. So to summarize, I was able to successfully
program the Macronix flash chip, reset the BIOS password and then use the new programmable chip to flash in situ. It wasnt without some errors and odd behavior, but as it turns out they
werent fatal, just annoyances. And for $4 at DigiKey from what I saw, I could afford to take a little time for a wildcard experiment. Sometimes when my laptop gets borked, things just work

out. The main problem I had was that the Lenovo Bios update wouldnt do anything. If I tried to turn off secure boot, it said that the flash chip it found couldnt be detected. Lenovo Bios
wouldnt even show the settings or info about the flash programmable chip. I tried updating using an external USB boot drive, but it would not load at all. Finally, I found a bios flash tool

that would do the job. It flashed the startup.elf under Windows, and then I rebooted. The AMD Radeon is now in use again, and its possible this might fix some of my problems. We shall see
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